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CHICAGO – Patrick McDonald of HollywoodChicago.com audio film review on the new film “Truman & Tennessee: An Intimate Conversation,”
a new documentary about the friendship and art history of author Truman Capote and playwright Tennessee Williams. In select theaters and
through virtual cinema (click MusicBox.com [18] or KinoMarquee.com [19]) beginning July 2nd, 2021.

Rating: 5.0/5.0

This is a sensational tribute two of legendary artists, Truman Capote and Tennessee Williams. The “conversation” is an overview of their
respective careers, intersecting both as artists and friends. Voiced by two actors … Truman is by Jim Parsons and Tennessee is warmly
reproduced by Zachary Quinto … director Lisa Immordino Vreeland uses letters, interviews and writings to express their life and philosophies.
Filled with amazing archival footage, especially side-by-side separate interviews by British host David Frost, on the same set, the two are
astounding in their parallel virtues and key differences.

 “Truman and Tennessee: An Intimate Conversation” is in select theaters (see local listings) and through MusicBox.com [18] and 
KinoMarquee.com [19]. Featuring the voices of Jim Parsons and Zachary Quinto. Written by Lisa Immordino Vreeland. Not Rated.

Click here for Patrick McDonald’s full audio review of “Truman and Tennessee: An Intimate Conversation” [20]
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